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Years ago, talking to me about life’s disputes, a friend said: “It just doesn’t matter! It just
doesn’t matter!” “How wise,” I thought. Some time later, advising me in a consultation,
a psychologist said: “Everything matters!” “So true,” I thought. Well, I guess the truth

lies somewhere in between. In this Perspective we focus on a few of the things that we
believe matter more than most others when working together with our clients.

We open with a brief review of investment market performance in the First Quarter

and then an economic forecast, which we spice with gallows humor in the form of an

observation on the Federal Debt. We then offer thoughts on what matters most in one’s

efforts to achieve long-term financial success and independence. Planning! And, although
very important, we suggest that investment performance is not as important as often

thought. Portfolio flows have a major effect. However, acknowledging that performance
actually does matter a lot over the course of time, we review some of the ways to think

about a portfolio’s investment strategy. After that, Louise’s article moves all the way to

the end of our investment time frames – the end of our lives - to review a choice available
to us all in California at the end of life. We then conclude with thoughts about one of the
“money artists” (actually the first such) whose work we own. When all is said and done,
he asks what we ask: “What is worth one dollar?”

In this Perspective we focus on a few of the things that we
believe matter more than most others when working together
with our clients.
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... we cannot count on
investment markets to
do as well for us as they
did in prior years.
Market Review:
The arrows on the chart to the left appear in

color, but the numbers on the bottom have better

information. In the Second Quarter of 2015, their

worst quarter of the last 16 years, bond investments
“lost” approximately 3%, a far smaller amount

than the equity markets. The fear today of a “bond
market disaster” is probably overblown. On the
other hand, the average quarterly return of the

US stock market over the last 15 years (1.9%), if

annualized, was 7.6%. That supports the contention
that we are in a “new normal,” i.e. an era of lower
returns. Prior to that, the average annual return

on stocks was about 10%. Even including global
markets, with emerging markets being less than
15% of the total, the average has been less than

8%. This reinforces my prior, unsettling conclusion
that we cannot count on investment markets to

do as well for us as they did in prior years. Given
the three variables which produce long term
wealth – the amount of time invested, the amount
of deposit(s) and the amount of return, we can see
that time and deposits will have to account for a
larger share of responsibility as we seek to reach

our goals. At least we have some significant control
over both of those, unlike with the market return
variable.

Economic Forecast:
The possibility of national economic setbacks and
even recession concerns us all. Some ask whether

the President’s economic agenda might even have
a negative effect on the country, rather than the

positive one he claims. In a recent Investment News
interview, Joe Davis provided his views. Mr. Davis
is Chief Economist for The Vanguard Group, with
which you are all familiar and which manages

almost two trillion dollars of investments. I take all

forecasts with a grain of salt, but his views do come

from a position atop a very high financial mountain.

Both paragraphs below are taken from his interview.
Expecting inflation not to exceed 2%, Mr. Davis

foresees two more rate increases in the Fed rate this
year. That should still leave the ten-year Treasury

note around 2.5% in the near term, not to reach 4%
even within the next decade. The US economy is

in “decent” shape and will remain resilient, “some

unfortunate event aside.” He does not expect much
“tapering” of the debt, due to the consequences of
doing so.

Here is a more extensive and challenging quote.

The size of the Federal debt “has not been among
my top five list of worries. Longer term, it is the

seminal economic, political and social issue of our
lifetime. It is not sustainable. But, for it to be a

crisis now we would need to see investors demand a
higher risk premium, i.e. yield. And, we would need
to see a viable alternative bond market and reserve
currency.”
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On the Federal Debt:

Should One Have a Financial Plan or Do

Here is another note on the Federal debt,

currently at approximately $4.5 Trillion. Janet

“No man ever steps in the same river twice, for

time to start “unwinding” it. In pursuit of

(Heraclitus, Greek philosopher, born 544 BC)

Yellen recently commented that it will soon be
“What is it worth?” I offer the following, from

it’s not the same river and he’s not the same man.”

my good friend and colleague, John Armstead.

Then, as now, “stepping into the river” meant

but also disclosed that “This is eyeballing, but

analogy is perfect, when applied to our professional

He did the calculations after hearing her remarks,
within + / -5%.” His text:

“With the sale proceeds of unwinding $4.5

trillion of bonds the Fed could buy all of Apple,

Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, Berkshire
Hathaway, JP Morgan, Exxon, Wells Fargo,

Johnson & Johnson, Walmart, Chevron, Visa,
Proctor & Gamble, Bank of America, AT&T,

GE, Pfizer, Coca Cola, Oracle, Verizon, Disney,

“entering the flow of life’s events.” While no

task of financial planning for a client’s future,

this one works. In our context, the decision to act,
to “step,” comes after the plan, which precedes
and guides the action. “Stepping into the river”
becomes “entering the flow,” done to reach the

destination of one’s financial goals. However, the
environment of “the flow” constantly changes, as
do we ourselves. How then should we plan?

Comcast and Home Depot. (Those are largest 25

Our first task is to decide on the destination, the

of the capitalization of the market index.)

the planner.

stocks in our market, representing about one-third

That number is so large as to be only abstract.

However, if you stacked $1,000 bills - stacked, not
end to end – but stacked them, then:

client’s goal(s). The client must determine this, not

“Would you tell me, please, which way I
ought to go from here?” (said Alice)

“That depends a good deal on where you

$1 million would be:

4.368 inches tall.

$1 trillion would be:

69 miles tall. (the treaty

“I don’t much care where,” (said Alice).

beginning of outer space

“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go.”

310 miles tall.

(Alice in Wonderland).

$1 billion would be:
			
			
			

$4.5 trillion would be:
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Financial Planning?

364 feet tall.

line that marks the
is 62 miles.)

want to get to,” (said the Cat).

(said the Cat).

Once we know the goal, everything else follows
– resources, time, direction, speed, risks along

the way – everything. Together we identify those

No financial plan survives contact with reality,
either. What then, does one do about that?

points, most of which rest on assumptions, and

Planning should be a continuous process of

think - good. Then, we set off – we “step into” the

factors, including then-prevailing conditions

then organize them into a plan. So far, so – we
flow of reality.

refreshing one’s understanding of all relevant
and assumptions.

Can a “one and done” plan serve through an entire

“Plans are useless but planning is

way?

(Dwight Eisenhower,
Supreme Allied Commander in WWII)

journey? Or, will Robert Burns speak to us on the

“The best-laid schemes o’ mice an’ men
gang aft agley.”

(Actually, Burns was only partly right. They don’t
just “gang aft agley” … they invariably do.)
We encounter changing family needs (even

indispensable.”

Sometimes, no changes need to be made.

Confirmation – a highly worthwhile realization -

is gained. Confirmation and adjustments through

time are much more likely to lead to success than
waiting for disruptive events.

changing family), changing health, desires, jobs,

To assist in our financial planning, DHR uses

and more – to say nothing of the sometimes

sophisticated planning software applications

economic conditions, opportunities, setbacks

frightening changes in our resources, brought

about by movements in the markets in which we

have invested. Changes in our resources can occur
dynamically and suddenly, as happened in 2000
and again in 2008. They can also happen more

slowly, as inflation dramatically increased in the
1970’s. How well will yesterday’s plan serve us
when many of our assumptions turn out to be
illusions?

“No battle plan survives contact with
the enemy.”

(Helmut von Moltke, German military strategist)

“Money Guide Pro,” (MGP) one of the most

available to our profession. Even with that, we
know the completed plan will almost certainly
not foretell reality as it subsequently occurs.

Assumptions commonly prove wrong. A “plan”

is an attempt to balance resources and needs, both
projected into the future, sometimes many years

long. Assuming that such a balance, once struck,
can be maintained without adjustment is risky.

A critical assumption concerns the cost of living

in retirement. In one situation, a client has had the
unnerving realization that his projected expense

pattern was about a third low, which fact he only
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realized after two years of retirement, at which

Continuous planning can take one to the goal.

plan. The effect of long-term inflation on such

recommend all clients use and review this essential

point adaptability is strained in both action and
amounts can be devastating. In another situation,
a new business venture was assumed to go well

(Rather than someplace else!). Our point: We
process with us.

and to provide retirement income. At this late

stage in the game, it has not and might not, which
significantly diminishes expected resources.

Portfolio Strategy

rapidly – too rapidly.

Since DHR’s beginning in 1990, we have engaged

Another critical assumption - which almost

evidence and practical applications, seeking an

Remaining resources in these situations decline

invariably turns out wrong - is the projection of

future returns to be generated by the investment

markets. We allow for “normal” variance in returns
and, with MGP, we can also allow for “2008-type”

market events. However, computers cannot foresee
events which have no historical precedent. Human
consideration is required. Over-confidence is a

common bias in human cognition, as is the failure

answer to: Of all the characteristics that describe
investment portfolio strategy, which ones matter
the most in determining the final, long-term

wealth outcome? While the following might

seem intuitively obvious to some, it helps all of
us – professional and client alike – to keep the

significance and order of these factors in mind.

to properly weight the possibility of error. Humans

About the client:

be dangerous. Repeated planning prompts more

Before addressing portfolio specifics, we first

the possibility of error and the need for continual

How much time do we have to the “investment

are not as rational as we like to think, which can

rational consideration and can incorporate not only
re-evaluation, but also the design of “fall-back”

positions in case of need. Hope is not a method.
Way back in time, when NASA was planning the

first trips to the moon, they fully realized the fact of
imbedded error in initial projections of time, course
and speed, so the engineers employed constant

“mid-course” review and corrections. They hit the
target almost precisely.
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in a constant study of investment theory, historical

need to understand the client investor’s “setting.”
horizon?” When does the client need the money?
Which risk and how much of it does the client

most want to accept, diminish or avoid - volatility

through time, or a shortfall in outcome compared to
the goal?

Portfolio Decisions:

Selecting Investments: Active or Passive?

We outline our thinking in the list below. However,

Seek opportunity? Or manage risk?

and review. There is no “final answer.” One who

Considerations in choosing:

in this as in life, such lists need ongoing discussion
has “no doubt” about a “final” decision has
probably made a premature decision.

Our list shows, in descending order, which factors
matter most to the outcome.

Constancy of discipline in a goal-focused
rational strategy.

Portfolio flows over time - contributions

(willingness) and distributions (adaptability).
Investment allocation to basic markets stocks, bonds, cash, alternatives.

Cost - advisory fees, fund operating expense
ratios, taxes and transaction costs.

Difficulty of identifying “market-beating”
performers in advance.

Frequency, persistence and repeatability
of historical outperformance.

Amount of outperformance, percent and
dollar, net after tax.
Cost of ownership.
Among the influencing factors, the choice of

manager and active style have the least impact on

the long-term wealth result. Positive performance
contributions provided by active management

not only have low probability of occurrence but
also, in the context of all factors, have only a

Diversification across global markets.

small impact. Furthermore, negative contributions

Allocation to asset classes - large cap, small

and losses have more impact than gains, both

cap, value, growth.

Investment structure - mutual fund, ETF,
partnership, managed account.

Investment placement into portfolio accounts tax treatment, income, liquidity.

(losses) are more probable with active management
financially and psychologically. If the choice of

active management proves “wrong,” it can mean
actual losses over time. If the choice of passive

proves “wrong,” it will mean underperformance as

compared to opportunity. Achieving the sought-for
goal through planning and discipline minimizes a
“loss of opportunity.”

Specific investment selection - e.g. Vanguard,
DFA, other funds.
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Which Matters More to the Portfolio Outcome?
Flows or Performance?

Clients typically want to achieve optimum

balance of current and future needs with current
and future resources. We – DHR – formulate

strategies to create the required rate of return

on the portfolio. You – the client – manage your

side of the financial structure - the flows. Recent
research from Morningstar, a premier firm for
independent financial research, addressed the

relative contributions made by rates of return and
rates of flows. We have the data, but will spare

the reader the time to digest it and simply provide

For this purpose, we see two types of portfolios

– “complete” and “accumulating.” A “complete”

portfolio experiences income distributions (flows).
An “accumulating” portfolio experiences on-

going contributions (flows), with only occasional
disbursements. During the accumulation years,
higher deposits to savings might be required.
During retirement years, lower income

withdrawals might be required. The flows in both
types of portfolio impact spendable cash. Both

scenarios affect considerations and the balance of
one’s current life style against the future. These
choices are not easily made.

the conclusions reached in their two articles. The

“Flows” and “returns” have almost equal

are stated in the titles and sub-titles. One: “Build

Depending upon the length of time involved, one

conclusions of this research (published in March)
Savings to Create Wealth: Contributions have

importance over a number of time periods.

or the other turns out to be more important. When

the greatest effect on investors achieving their

addressing long time periods, performance rises in

Retirement: A low-return outlook and increasing

client and advisor is truly a partnership. Both have

goals.” Two: “Contributions are Paramount for
lifespans mean investors will need significant
savings rates to fund retirement.”

importance. The professional relationship between
responsibilities for the outcome.

The conclusions in this section relate strongly to
the text in the section on “Plans and Planning.”

The professional relationship
between client and advisor is
truly a partnership.
Both have responsibilities for
the outcome.

Both sections reject the notion of a “one and done”
approach to financial work. Such fixed positions

imply the notion of final answers. However, “The
Truth” is an elusive and unattainable goal. In that
context, one should be skeptical about a “final”

or single answer. Finality produces stasis, a fixed
position in an environment that experiences

constant flux. Questions cultivate an open mind

and foster adaptability, which lead to consideration
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of answers, which lead to more questions. The

The work to pass this bill began more than 25 years

oscillation. Seeking truth is a more productive path

physicians from being sued for failing to treat

process moves back and forth, in continuous
than claiming to have it.

ago. The Natural Death Act of 1976 protected

incurable illnesses at the request of the patient. In
1999, Bay Area legislator Dion Aroner introduced
a “Death with Dignity Act”, based on Oregon’s

Options one may not
know about….

By Louise Rothman-Riemer

DHR works hard to prepare you for your future.
We help you think through your needs for your
children, your family, and your retirement. In

this article, I write about “an end of life option”

that became available in California last June. It

is a compassionate choice available to those who
qualify at the end of their lives.

In October 2015, Governor Brown signed AB 15

model legislation. It failed, as did another attempt
in 2005. In 2014, Brittney Maynard, a young

woman with a terminal disease moved to Oregon

in order to take advantage of the end of life choices
offered by that state. Her move and the interest it

brought again to the subject of death with dignity
caused California legislators to submit another

bill for consideration. This time the bill passed

the Assembly, albeit by slim margins, only to be
pulled because of opposition from the Catholic
Church. However, Stockton Assemblywoman

Susan Tablemates Eggman brought an amended bill
back to the legislature and it passed the Assembly
in September and the Senate a few days later.

into law. The law, entitled, “End of Life Option

California now joins three other states which allow

the Legislature must renew it.

The passage of this bill greatly increased the

Act” is in effect until January 2026, at which time

This bill allows adults who are mentally competent
and facing certain death due to a terminal illness
to determine their own time to die. Governor

Brown, when signing the bill stated, “I do not
know what I would do if I were dying in prolonged
and excruciating pain. I am certain, however, that
it would be a comfort to be able to consider the
options afforded by this bill. And I would not deny
that right to others.”

such a choice: Oregon, Washington and Vermont.
opportunities for 50 million plus individuals, or

approximately one in six Americans, to have a legal
right to determine when their life should end if they
are faced with a terminal illness with a prognosis of
less than six months to live.

Basically, this law decriminalizes an individual’s

decision to end their own life in certain situations.

It also protects the physician and the drug provider
from criminal prosecution. To be eligible to
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exercise this end of life option, an individual must

individual and believe him or her to be of sound

made both an oral and written request to his / her

influence.

be mentally competent, 18 years or older, and have
physician to self-administer a life-ending drug.

A physician receiving such a request must submit
a special form to the California Secretary of

Public Health after writing a prescription for an

aid-in-dying drug and again after the death of the
individual who requested the aid-in-dying drug.

Both patient and the physician must complete the
form. It is important that the doctor believes that
the patient has a clear understanding of what this
option means. It is also required that the patient
understand that they always have the right to

rescind the request at any time. In addition to his /
her physician, someone requesting to end their life

“I do not know what I would do
if I were dying in prolonged and
excruciating pain. I am certain,
however, that it would be a
comfort to be able to consider
the options afforded by this bill.
And I would not deny that right
to others.”
California Governor Jerry Brown

in this way must also meet with a mental health

The attending physician must be assured that the

is solely the individual’s own and that there has

refer the individual to a consulting physician

professional who must be assured that the decision
been no coercion.

An individual wishing to use this end of life option
must meet specific qualifying requirements: be

a California resident as evidenced by their right
to vote, submit a first request to their attending

individual is making an informed decision and
for medical confirmation of the diagnosis and
prognosis, and for a determination that the

individual has the capacity to make medical

decisions and has complied with the provision of
the Act.

physician and then wait 15 days and submit a

There are several specific requirements that an

attending physician. This request must comply

order to provide an individual with aid-in-dying

second request along with a written request to their
with requirements of the Health and Safety Code,
Section 1, Part 1.5 commencing with Section 433
and must be signed by the requesting individual

and acknowledged by two witnesses and two other
individuals who personally know the requesting
10

mind and not under duress, fraud, or undue

attending physician and pharmacist must meet in
drugs, including a significant amount of report to

the State. A final attestation form has to be filled
out by the individual requesting the aid-in dying

drugs within 48 hours of actually taking the drugs
and ending life.

Choosing to die rather than extend a terminal

illness to its painful conclusion can be of great

comfort not only to the terminally ill person, but

If you wish to know more about this option we
recommend that you contact:

also to his or her family and friends. While this

The Coalition for Compassionate Care

facing a determined terminal situation it is a step

Sacramento, CA 9583

Act does not address all situations of an individual
forward for compassionate choice.

1331 Garden Highway, Suite 100,
Telephone: Phone 916-489-2222

We own a piece of art made by JSG Boggs,

who was possibly the first to bring “money art”

into the public consciousness. Our piece (image
shown on the next page) is not an example of

his “iconic” work, which this article describes.
Our piece came from his creations to raise

money to pay for legal work, which is also

described here. Last January, James Stephen

George Boggs, artist and trickster, was found
dead in his home in Tampa, Florida, age 62.

This article has been adapted from an obituary
in The Economist magazine.

“Gee, these twenties look just like Monopoly money.”

Early on, he worked his art at restaurants, drawing his own images of dollar bills at his table. When the

tab for the meal came, Boggs would take out his wallet and put one of his “bills” or “notes” on the table.
At first glance, the note would look normal. It was not. The portrait on it might be of himself, or perhaps
Martha Washington. The bank name might be “Federal Reserve Not,” or “Bank of Bohemia.” The plate

serial number might be “EMC2” or “LSD.” He would proffer the result to pay for his food. This delicate

copying and subverting had taken hours of work on special paper with fine-tip pens. To the often bemused

waitress, he would explain that he was an artist and could pay her with official money, but having spent so
much time on this beautiful drawing of money, wasn’t it worth the value it declared?

Mr. Boggs never sold his drawings. He “spent” them at “face value” in exchange for goods and services,
cheekily challenging the value ascribed to money. His main aim was to raise disquieting questions about
the notion of exchange itself. What was money really worth? What supported a dollar bill, other than
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faith? Was the value of anything simply subjective? When shop-owners demanded only “real” money, he
might launch into the non-reality of time and space, too. To his biographer, Lawrence Wechsler, he was

“just short of being a con man - but no more so than anyone else in the art world, or for that matter in the
world of finance - which, of course, is the whole point.”

The authorities thought otherwise. England put him on trial for “reproducing” the currency. He argued
that his drawings were originals, never meant to be the real thing, and the “real” notes were the

reproductions. He was acquitted, as he was when he faced similar charges in Australia. In America, the

Secret Service raided his studio and seized more than 1,000 pieces of work. The courts solemnly debated

whether the drawings were close to pornography - which might be censored, but also might be allowed as
free speech, or non-returnable contraband, like drugs. Mr. Boggs’ career was blighted by fruitless appeals

to try to get them back. He sought a hearing in the Supreme Court but, due to his drug use, he died before

it was granted. His art remains on the walls of America’s finest museums and of galleries all over Europe.
His questions remain, too, evading easy answers.
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